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Friday, July 14, 1967

NEW MEXICO LOBO ·

I
I

UNM Won Three Titles
In Sports Competition

UNM's All-American, Mel Dan•
iels, center on the Lobo basket•
ball team which traveled to
New York for the National In•
vitational Tournament, was
named Outstanding Senior Ath·
Jete by the Lobo staff. For the
third year in a row Daniels set
new UNM scoring records. He
signed a pro contract after
graduation.

WANT ADS

ship and defeated Florida State,
26-20, in the Sun Bowl. Wyoming
led the nation in ruahing defense
and field goals.
Carter !tanks First
Virgil Carter, quarterback for
Brigham Young, set five new
NCAA. career and seallon records,
:ranking first in the nation for
total offense and touchdown
passes thrown. Wyoming'~! placekicker, Jerry DePoyster, bad more
successful field goals and scored
more points than any other kicker. Mark Reed, Arizona quarterback, and Vic Washington, Wyoming defensive back, were first
in passing yardage and punt returns.
New Mexico finished last in the
league w:ith a 0-5 record in conference play.
Turbulent Cage Season
Wyoming and Brighan1 Young
shared the conference title in basketball after a turbulent season
which "lacked the balance and
quality of the previous four
years," the W AO Yearbook suggests. Wyoming again won national notice, this time as one of
the teams pasted by ;formidable
UCLA on its way to the NCAA
title.
UNM's cage team, accompanied
by the vocal and attractive Chapparals, journeyed to New York's
Madison Square Garden for the
National Invitational Tournament.
UNM defeated Syracuse, then returned home after being beaten
by Jtutgers.
UNM Was Third
UNM finished the season with
a 5-5 record, third in the league
behind Wyoming and Brigham
Young.
New Mexico outdistanced Brigbam Young, 82 joints to 64, to
w:in their fourth WAC track and
field championship. The NCAA
championship meet, held at Provo,
Utah, was won by the Cougars
with 26 points, with UNM a close
second. The Lobos were fifth in
the March NCAA indoor meet,
Art Baxter set a new NCAA
record of 52' 4%" in the triple
jump to win at the Pro-vo meet,
Lobo Web Loudat placed third in
running events, with George Scott
picking up a fourth-place finish.
Scott also posted a new national
collegiate record of 8:34.4 in the
two-mile run at the West Coast
Relays.
UNM Wins Cross Country
New Mexico raced to its second
consecutive conference team title
and its third in five years in crosscountry competition. Arizona was
second. Lobo George Scott finished fourth in the NCAA meet
and Web Loudat was 17th among
189 competitors.

OLASSIFrF:D ADVERTISING RATES:
4 line ad., 65¢-4 times, $2,00. lnsertions
ltlU!!t be submitted by noon on day before
publication to Room 159, Student Publioatiooo Building, or telephone 277-4002 c!r
277·4102.
SERVICES
TYPEWRITER storage during tbe 80111•
mer. lru!ured and bonded. Also tnle·
writer sales & service, all makeo, with
20% discllunt with this ad. Free pickup
& dell~ery. E & E Typewriter Se~iCt!,
221'1 Coal SE. Pho® 243-<0588.
HELP WANTED
GinLS over 18 wanted to demonstrate
New . Cosmetic line. Complete training.
Parttime or lull time ino:ome will de·
pend on .You. Call Mr. Ten.., 3-7 p.m.
for nppomtment1 Jlllonday tl\ru Friday.
Phone 255.0413. 7/14-8/4.
TEACHERS wanted, southwest, entire
West and Alaska, Sil.larleo $5400 up. Free
registrAtion, Southw..t Teachers Allen·
cy, 1303 Central Ave. NE.
FULL TIME-PART TIME
Girls over 18 for New Line: N""' Train·
ing: Extta high pay: Can be anpervlsot
in 2 months. Minimttlll pay $100. per
manth. Call: D" Amico EnterpriSes, 255·
4541. 7/7-8/4.
FOR SALE
1966 2·dr. Volvo, Excellent condition, AJt.
FM radio. Call 271-2214 or 242·4854. 7/14
LOOKlNG for: a New Cart Contact Lanny
Corter at Kiva Ralllbler. Hf)IJI~ phOne
208·1934. 6/16, 23, 80; 7/1,
TYPEWRITER: Brand new J>Ortable Un•
dawood . Olivetti. Pica type. Red a
Black. Phone 255·i525, 7/7, 14.
FOR RENT
FURNISHED hoU!!e :for rent. Two bd,
rltl&. & I>Ssement. Separate dinlillt
room. Ncar University. Call 268..((13 or
265·6969. 6/80: 7/1, 14.
LOOK·VISIT-lNSPECT "THE COLLEGE
INN'' lor the finest In student holl!!illlr•
Rooms of IIIXUl'Y; central air-condition•
inlt heated pool. See "THE COLLEGE
INNo' 303 Asb :N'.l!1. Phone 243·2881.

u.

UNM captured its ;fourth WAC
golf title in five years by beating
runner-up Arizona State and defending
champion
Brigham
Young. In the NCAA championships, the Lobos were ninth in
team scoring,
.BYU Wrestlers Win
Brigham Young won the W A.C
wrestling title for the second
consecutive year. UNM was last.
Arizona State was eighth and
Wyoming 11th in NCAA competition. Corley Culp of Arizona
State won the national heavyweight title and his third conference golf medal.
Arizona's Wildcats continued
their monoply in gymnastics by
capturing their fifth straight conference title, although UNM finished a close second. Arizona was
ninth in team scoring in the
NCAA championships. New Mexico's Blaise Blasko and Tom
Galioto earned national recognition in the NCAA meet.
The Utah Redskins again won
the swimming crown and placed
14th in the NCAA meet. New
conference records were set in 14
of 16 events.
The Wildcats of Arizona dethroned champion Utah for their
second tennis crown in four years.
Utah's Jim Osborne played on
the Davis Cup team on a European tour.

NEW!
CONTROVERSIAL!
EXPERIMENTAL!

Veterans Notes
Q-1 was divorced from a veteran

a short time ago. He is now in
the hospital and ill unable to make
his payments to support our two
children. Can I get VA payments
toward the support of these children?
A-If your husband bas ,more
than a 30-percent service-connected disability, and if be is receiving compensation payments
because of it, you should contact
the nearest Veterans Administrtion office and diseulls your case
with representatives there.

• ENCOUNTER
• EVERGREEN REVIEW

• REPORTER

• RAMPART
• N.Y. REVIEW OF BOOKS

• NEW REPUBLIC

• NATION

!
Rare in Albuquerque-to be found only at

.By GltEG MaeALEESE
The construction of a $1,'120,000 building, the addition of two members to the staff and a wider variety of course offerings are among
the improvements that the UNM biology department has made this
summer.
The new building, designed by Flatow, Moore, Bryan, and Fairburn
Architectural Firm, will be used primarily to provide the faculty w:itb
adequate research facilities. "Each faculty office is equipped with its
own private research lab," said Harold Haas, the department's administrative assistant.

Know Where You're Going?
If You Have a Problem
Regarding Your Curriculum
Or Your Career •••

Graduates Have Lab
Haas also said that the graduate assistant :facilities have been
greatly improved. "Although the
assistants are still relegated to
cubicles, they do have a joint research lab nf)w," he said.
Located directly behind the old
Biology Building, the new addition features a greenhouse, a
sunken patio and one of the best
biological museums in the Southwest.
"We plan to grow flora of the
weswrn region in our patio and
we would like to grow a diversi~
fied group of plants in our greenhouse," Haas said.

Consult

~ COLLEGE CAREER

~ COUNSELING SERVICE
265-8288

124 Washington SE

Museum Not for Public
The museum includes slides and
samples of all forms of life. 4'The
mUBCum is designed to be used
only by those who are qualified
biologists. It is not for public use
in fact, I doubt whether the pub-

Margherita M. Henning, Ph.D.

At The College Inn your math quiz
won't hinge on the card game
next door.

lie would find any interest in oul'

Or on standing in line for a ~lu>wer. Or on whether that 1863 window fan
works. The College Inn has a quiet, private, air-condilioned room lor you. And
a lounge far the ~ard ~rowd. Plenty of faclliti"s to make studying eaJier.

Study the (ldvantages of studying at The College htn.

llolsides peace and quiet, The Collt!lle Inn has
separate wings for men & women
single, double & triple occupancy
3-minut• walk to campus
Jan of off.streef free parking
roecrealionoll011nges
wall-to-wall carpeting
quality furnimings
private dining room
laundry facilitief
pe<>c:e and quiet
walk-in closets
color tv l011nges
study room
swimming pool
maid service

lhe
303 ASH ST., NE

Inn
243-2881

Beot the Heot
try Henry's

(If vou don't think SOc
Ia enough, put In aome eatr•)

Super Milk Shakes

•••r ear
ROBO(WASH.
Stag Ia

Ill ...

4125 COAL -s~~J!

~
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museum," Haas I!Bid.
The biology department has
also hired two new instructors,
Dr. David Kidd and Dr. James
iBooth. Dr. Kidd will teach Principles of Biology, a new course
which will be required for biology majors but will not be offered
to non-majors. ".By keeping this
course segregated, we will be
able to give majora a more detaUed course, while we can slow
down and simplify our 101 and
102 courses," Haas said.
Good Year PI•nned
Dr. Booth will teach General
Bacteriology 393 and Bacterial
Physiology 460. He taught last
year at the Universit of California, while Dr. Kidd taught at
Michigan State UniversitY·
"In general, we feel that the
biology department has been
greatly improved by the addition
of the new buUding and the two
facultY members. Not only will
the facilities be better, but the
varietY of courses will also be
improved. We are loolting forward to a verj' good year," Haas
said.

Open in August

A tip on how to

Big Spenders!

U. Biology Building

Ready Next Fall

the associated students bookstore

OFFICE HOURS BY APPOINTMENT

LOBO distance-runner George
Scott set a new national collegiate record of 8:34.4 in the
two-mile run at the West Coast
Relays this spring. Scott also
finished fourth in the NCAA
cross-country race, followed by
UNM's Web Loudat itt 17th
place.

'
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By MELISSA HOW AltD
UNM led the Western Athletic
Conference this yea.r w:ith three
championships-in tx•ack and
field, cross country, and golfwhile each WAC team took top
honors in at least one sport and
each won distinction in NCAA
competition.
Wyoming's Cowboys, undefeated in WAC football competition,
won their first league champion-

i

SE

(o\trosa ft'OIII Campus)

U·.Students
Plan
Co-op BookstOre

7UNM Students
Will Attend Meet
Seven UNM students will attend the Twentieth National Student Congress to be held on the
University of Maryland campus
August 11 to 26.
The students are John Thorson,
.Bill Carr, Jim McAdams, Steve
.Black, Lee Martin, Jtusty Bauman
and Herb Thompson. .
The Congress is being held in
conjunction with the College Student Body President's conference,
and the National Student Association coordinators' conference.
The purpose of the Congress is
to gain information on what
other colleges and universities are
doing in regard to student government programs as well as national and international issues.
Events include program workshops, issue seminars, and symposia.
Each of UNM's seven representatives is doing research on
each of the symposium topics.
Among major issuea to be discussed are the CIA and its involvement with the NSA, "Secrecy
in a Free Society: the CIA."
other topics include the War
on Poverty, Viet Nam, student
power via student government,
academic freedom, international
student affairs, drugs, hippies,
and the educational environment.
Jim McAdams, 1966-67 Associated Students vice-president,
may run for national affairs vicepresident.
McAdams bas been discussing
proposed changes in the structure
of NSA with .national officers. He
will also be attendinl!: teacher and
course evaluation meetings at the
Congress.

Philosophy Club
The UNM Philosophy Club will
sponsor an open roundtable discussion on the purpose of higher
education on Thursday, July 2'1,
at 8 p.m. in the lobbY' of Hodgin
Hall.

THE BIOLOGY BUILDING'S new additi!m, scheduled to be completed in September, contains research facilities for biology department faculty members. The new buil!ling, constructed at a cost of
$1,720,000, contains private laboratories for each professor and jpint labs for graduate assistants. The
addition features a greenhouse which will be used to grow plants typical of the western U.S. A sunken
pation, foreground, and a highly specialized biology museum are also included, (Lobo photo by Pawley.)

Collision Course

·

S\)et\n\ ~r\ce CSe~

D O JJ• k t
Emphasizing Resistance · !.!~~,.!~. .:.!·

SDS Opens New Program

Students for a Democratic SoA resolution to aid servicemen
ciety, the nation's largest radical who wish to escape the armed
student organization, has em- forces is one step in the resistance
barked on a collision course with plan.
the u.s, government, the National
Aid Draft-Dodgers
Guardian, an independent newsA former vice-president de.weekly, reported last week,
scribed the implementation of the
SDS held its sixth annual con- resolution: "First, bide the guy
vention on the University of out a few weeks until his GI hairMichigan campus June 25-30.
cut grows in. Then give him your
"ltesistance is in. SDS, with draft card and write to the draft
250 chapters and about 30,000 board for another copy. After
national and local members, is that, supplied with civilian
not yet a revolutionary organiz.. clothes, he leaves for another city
tion, but that is the direction in and gets a job.
which it now seems beaded," the
"I intended it to be an illegal
resolution. We should stand for
National Guardian said.
disruption in the armed forces
Prepare for Revplt
and for soldiers going under"In four or six years, when the ground," the SDS official said.
black community is organized and
Resistance Unions
when other oppressed sections of
The
convention
delegates
the
population
are ready,
passed
a
general
anti-draft
resothoughts will increasingly tum
lution
reaffirming
their
_opposito the creation of an independent
revolutionary political :party. The tion to conscription and calling
goal some of us have in mind is to for the organization of draft-rebe ready and organized. It's where sistance unions.
"Tactics such as civil diaobedi·
we must go and where we are going1 step by step," one convention
(Continued On Page 3)
delegate said.

w:ill be given to the first 500 stu. dents, faculty and staff attendingthe Santa Fe Opera Company concert tonight in the UNM Concert
Hall.
The 500 choice seat tickets w:ill
be sold to first-comers at $1, an

advantage over the regular tic·
kets at $'1.50 and $5.50, which
will also be sold at half price for
this special performance. A few
tickets are still available today
at the Concert Hall box office.
The special engagement, to be
performed by the Santa .Fe Opera
Company orchestra, chorus and
internationally famous soloists>
will feature selections by Mozart";
Walton, Bach, and Verdi.

Film Fare
The, UNM Summer Fare '67
program has canceled the Saturday evening showings of its
Film Fare movies. The movies
will be shown only on Fridays at
6 and 8 p.m. in the Union Thea·
ter. Admission is 25 cents.
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to live up to responsibilities to on very basic issues in this state.''
A cooperative boOkstore selling .
By CHUcK REYNOLDS
Tijerina was recentlY imprisused UNM texts and other boOks
Editor's note: This is the see- two of these cultures is still far oned for"kidnnpping and assault
high,'' he added.
bas been organized by a group Olld in a series of artieles writ- too"The
matter of discrimination with intent to commit a violent
of UNM students. The nookstore ten 'by Lobo stall' members about in New Mexico is being won in felony in a courthouse raid in
wiU be located at 1808% Central the eultural }M)sition and activity the telephone directory," Dr. Uli- Tierra Amarilla, New Mexico.
of Spanish speaking segments of
The Alianza is making claims to
Ave NE and will probably open New Mexico's population, and the barri said. "When you glance historic land grants in New Mexthe telephone book and
in early August.
problems which they are facing in through
see persons with names such as ico.
Students will bring used boiJkS various areas.
Ortega, Barboa, Montoya, and
Issue in ~Edueation
to the store and set their own
New Mexico is a largely unree- Hernandez in positions of great
Ulibarri said that the issue on
ognized propaganda laboratory importance, then you can see a broad seale revolves lar-gely
p. rices. The store will keep 10 per which
could .be put forth as an where the matter is being won,'1 around the question of bi-lingual
cent of i\.:4 sales profits, return- example of three diverse cultures he said.
education. <~The bi-lingual ap•
ing the rest to the student. Man· living together with a high degree
"But everything possible must proach in some areas of New
agers of the store. hope to have of harmony, l)r. Sabine Reyes he done to improve the situation Mexican education is indispensSome wholesnle books available.
Ulibarri said in a recent inter- in its critical areas,'' he added.
able," he said.
The bookstore is located in the view.
"It is the obligation of the
Tijerina Jtejected
beadquatters ~f the 'Y"iet. Nam
Dr. Ulibarri is an associate
Uliba-rri said that he definitely school systems to teach its pupils
Summer commd;tee but 111 not con- professor in the UlltM Spanish could not approve of the methods now to read and write," he said.
neeted with that group, said department, and a native of used recently in northern New '*It is far more efficient to teach a
Larry Russell, a . UNM student Tierra Amarilla.
Mexico by Jteyes Tijerina, leader ·· · St~anish-speaking child to read in
who is organizing the store. Prof·
ProblemB Still Exist
of the Alianza Federates de Mer• • Spanish which is phoneticallY
its will be u$1!d in overhead costs
' 1But the pertentage of victims ,cedes, but "he put the .apo.tlight " more· correct "than English," he
for running the store, he said. · · · ' ot the problems eau~ by tailur~ .

added.
Once a child learns to read ~.,
the language of his immediate·
environment, it is an P8ier and
more effective step to learn
spoken and written English, be
said.
Teachers Juggled
"Elven here in. Albuquerque, we
could juggle the well-trained Hispano teachers tO a very efficient
use of the right personnel for the
areas that need bi-lingual educa·
tion with a minimum of expense
and effort," he added.
Ulibarri ~pressed optimism
about possibilities for the actual·
ity of bi-lingual education in New
Mexico and cited some pilot projects organized by the director of
the Bi-lingual division of the
New Mexico Board of Education,
Henry Pascuan, as hopeful e?t·-,
amples of progress.
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Jklu.x:e TrUI\!Sit
Rapid transit and .subway Cllrs,
newly d.e>slgned in nickel stainless
steel, weigh :several wn.s len than
than conventional 'l!Wel ca111 and
nermitsaving,; jn ww~r costs and
maintenance of all eBtimate£1
.$1(1,000 per Cllr over .a 35-year
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Nickel Foremost
Nickel was the largest single
money eatner among minerals
mined in Ontario during 1966,
contributing $291.2 million. On·
tario's total mineral production
during the year was valued at
$964.5 million.
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Bedtrays

Lamps

Decorative Pillows

Ashtrays
Dinnerware

Mugs
Stools

Smoking Stands
Decorative Scrolls

Lampshades

Place Mats

Waste Baskets

ECKERTS' INC.
3225 Central Ave. NE
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NEW LOCATION •••
:114 Gold Avenue, S.W.
Next to the Bank of
New Mexico Building.

LONG Slt:EVE DRESS
SHIRTS-40% OFF

HOURS ...
Mondat thru Friday
9 A.M. to 6 P.M.

SPORT SHIRTS
...,

..,

Saturday
9 A.M. to 1 P.M.

Short Sleeve

.

.30% TO Y.1 OFF

We Make Your Date Spedal

SUIT5-SPORT COATSTR0USER5-SHORT$-KNIT
SHIRtS

I

Want to hnpress an uextra-special" date?
This is. the place·. , . your favorite drink
and our pleasant atmosphere, our goodtasting food all lend ·themselves to an
evening of extra-special enjoyment.

GREATLY REDUCED
0

.

1

reuuan s

Avenue, S.W. l)owntown
Albuquerque, New Mexico

L~~~--------------~1
.. ...
.

'

Savings up to 50% on odds and ends.

Free Parking at Pe1rk & Shop
Lot Around Corner
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At University Heights is open Friday night untll 8 o'clock.

Bar & Restaurant
Central
Ave.
SE
(across from the University)
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SIMON'S TEXACO SERVICE
2100 Centr•l E,,
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by Renault

Removable Hardtop,
4-Speed, Radio, Red,
$75 Down, $35 Month

The new complex, which will
consist of several buildings, will
be built north of Santa Clare.
Hall and the Commons Building,
whic'h will house the kitchen and
dining facilities, will be con·
structed between Santa Clara and
Santa Ana Halls•
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tions, Davidson said. This would
"solidify the class privileges students enjoy and make them better
bureaucrats," he said,

The 1967 dormitory building
project will be· reiiay to go to bid
in about a month, said VanDorn
Hooke1•, UNM Architect, follow~
ing the announcement of reservation of funds for the project.
The University of New Mexico
has been notified that the Housing and Urban Development Department has approved the reservation of $2,803,000 in college
housing loan funds for construction of a new dormitory complex.
Hooker said the complexwhich is being designed by William Ellison and Associates-will
house approximately 312 men, and
will also include a food service
facility for 1,200.
He said the entire project will
cost approximately $3,250,000 and
should be ready by the fall of
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Housing Project
To Go to Bidding
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SDS Will Be Student Power Group

ence and disruption of the Selective Service System are amon~
those advocated. SDS does llOt
urge going to jail as a means of
evaluation surveys. He suggested
that the surveys might be stored resisting the draft, but supports
irt bound volume!!! in the library all those whose actions result in
for a limited time and later de- imprisonment,'' the resol'!ltion
stated.
stroyed.
StrikePl__.
Making the evaluation x:esults .
Of equal importance in SDS's
available only to professors would
help to accomplish the goal of im- plans for next year will be radical
proving teaching effectiveness,
but the students are the ones who organizing on college campuses,
make the evaluation and they will J.eading to a ma~sive multi-issue
want to lqlow the results, Dr• national student strike next
Fowler said. It is expensive but spring, the National Guardian refeasible to distribute the results ported. The strike will relate nato all University personnel, be
tional issues to campus issues and
said.
"In conducting teacher-evalua- develop a large radical student
tion surveys it is very important movement in opposition to the
to set up definite goals and pur- National Student Organization.
poses and to keep returning to
Carl Davidson, SDS secretary,
these. Students conducting an explained that the national stu~
evaluation should lqlow what is to dent strike is necessary to "make
be achieved and should constantly the student power movement pojudge their results in terms of litical in terms of national i5sues.
these purposes," Dr. Fowler said. We must make clear connections
between student insurgency and
that taking place in the black and
Men's Dorm
ghetto communities."
The student power advocates
must not confine themselves to
strictly local issues such as; ·removal of dormitorY hour restric-
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Can Student Power Accomplish
Anything?
STUDENTS FOR A DEMOCRATIC Society has made a
radical change from their previous apolitical, non-aligned
position as an organization dedicated to broad humanitarian
generalizations and active protest against certain official
policies.
SDS delegates at a recent national convention passed
resolutions to increase agitation against the American
position on VietNam, the draft law, and armed forces regulations. The group aims to make the student power movement a political force directed not at campus issues but at
national politics.
SDS deserves tentative congratulations for choosing
such a giant undertaking. But can they accomplish anything?

CERTAINLY TODAY'S co11ege student is intimately concerned with the nation's role in Viet Nam and the possible
effects of that war on him as an individual and on his country. Any responsible action taken by SDS in protesting the
war is a valuable expression of at least a voluble minority
opinion. The well-informed student of today is tomorrow's
voter and he deserves a voice in deciding which issues he will
face.
But those who make official decisions are traditionally
wary of student political movements. Students will be accused of being inexperienced, ill-informed, idealistic, and
naive, at best. And at worst radical student movements can
be seen as subversive, irresponsible, and dangerous to na._.tiona1 morale.
SDS PLANS A massive, multi-issue national student strike
next spring. Final plans have not been made, but the general goals of the strike are to focus attention on SDS as the
voice of student power in opposition to many national
policies.
One wonders how students go on strike. Refuse to attend
classes? Stop eating dormitory food? Picket the administration building? Burn draft cards?
· It seems that the student's position is such that a strike
can have no major effect on national political questions and
that strikers can only hurt themselves by getting in trouble
with university authorities.
IT IS DOUBTFUL that a large enough number of students
could be persuaded to take part in the strike to impress anyone. The actions would be seen as irresponsible attentiongetting devices, hardly appropriate to the broad goals of
student power groups like SDS.

...

48 High Schools
Are Participating
In Cheering Clinic
By DAN BRUMBELOW
UNM's Johnson GymnMium
has seen i>lenty of a(!tion during
its ten-year history, but it has
never seen as much beauty and
j!Ctil>n as is radiating from it
this week.
Spirit is the key word with
more than 235 of New Meldco's
top high school cheerleaders gathered to learn, practice, and have
fun. Mostly they cheer, and hte
spirit is tremendous.
48 Schools Invited
The occasion is the seventh
Cheerleaders Clinic with 48
schools represented by their varsity squad and sponsors. Tho
group will be on campus until
noon today.
The event is sponsored by the
New Mexico Cheerleaders Association, the UNM athletic de~artment, and the New Mexico
Activities Association. Mrs. Marie
Hays, Valley High School director of student activities, is in
charge of the clinic.
Chaparral Is Instr11ctor
The National Cheerleaders Association appointed 11 college students to serve as instructors.
Most of them are or have been
cheerleaders. Mrs. Hays admits
to having been a yell-queen ''back
in the dark ages.'' She has been
active in the clinic since it began.
Miss Pam Dial, Amarillo, is
the head instructor. She is a student at Baylor University in
Waco, Texas. Michiele Nieves, a
UNM Chapparal, is also on the
staff.
The cheerleaders arrived at
UNM Sunday for registration.
Included in the program are lessons on cbeerleading technique,

tumbling,
pom-pon routines,
sportsmanship, spirit, and new
cheers.
Enthusiasm Awarded
The teams are divided into
classes according to the size of
their schools,
The program also includes lectures and competition at the end
of each day, with ribbons going
to the teams with the best per~
formance and a spirit stick
awarded to the squad with the
most enthusiasm.
New cheers, crowd psychology,
moti.ons, student relations, and
sportsmanship are tbe main subjects for the lectures. The instructors incori>orate their own
experiences into each lesson to
add variety of ideas.
Mrs. Hays says everything is
going fine. The girls agree but
must add that they are awfully
sore from the vigorous exercise.

•

By ARTHUR HOPPE
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San Frllftciaeo Cl&...,..ie!«!

''Thir:~ is our big chance, men," ~Said Captain :Quck Ace, his military
moustache quivering with excitement. "0111" company bas been picked
to lead the assault on Hill43.6-B.
"I needn't tell you what an honor this is. The enemy is thick as flies
on that hill, dug in and armed to the teeth. All right, any questions?"

''Yes sir " said Private Oliver Drab, 378-18-4454~ raising a hand ten' '
tatively. "Why Hill436-B.
"Good question Drab," said Captain Ace. "A man §ghts better if he
comvrehends the ~verall strategy~insofar as in possible. Now, you see
Hill436·B ?'~

,,

''Which one's that, sir?"
''That pointy one over there." said th~ Captain, gesturing with
his riding crop. "Now, once we ~ave fought our wa~ to the. ~p
and secured the summit, we mil have a commanding position
over (the Captain paused to savor the triumph) Rill 436-C !"
"Which one's that, sir?"
"That's the rounded one on the left there!'
"Oh said Private Drab thoughtf\llly. "Why don't we lead an assault
on th~t jaggedy hill off to the right? It doesn't look quite so steep
to me.''
"You mean 311-A ?" said Captain Ace, checking his map. "There
aren't any enemy on 311-A."
"Yes sir " said Private Drab, nodding havpily, "there's that, too.''
The Captain frowned. ''What good would it do us to capture a hill
• .
without any enemy on it?"
"But look, sir," said Private D'ab, growing enthwnastlc, "from
the top of that one we'd c~mmand those three smaller ODes next
to it."
''There aren't any enemy on those either, Drab.''
"Yes sir. But that way we'd have four hills and the enemy
wo11ld ~nly have two. We'd have twice as many hills as he had,
just like that!'
"And what would we da with these four hills, Drab?"
"Why, the same as with the two you want, sir. We'd announce to
the press we'd captured four hills and then we could all come back
and apply for a week's R&R. And when you think this country's got
just thousands of unoccupied hills, all looking pretty much alike, and
one being as good as another••."
"Damn it, Drab," thundered the Captain. "The Army doesn't want
any old hill. lt wants strategic hills.''
"B11t how can you tell strategic hills fr!lm the other killd, .sir?"
"It's easy, Drab," said the Captain. "A strategic hill is the one
the enemy's got. Now shut up and move out."

*

*

"I guess I never will understand strategy," said PrivatA.! Drab later

to his friend, Corporal Partz, as they crouched in a shell hole halfway
up Bill 436-B, bullets whistling overhead.

''You don't have to, Oliver," said Corporal Partz. ''To be a soldier
all you got to under stand is basic tactics!'
''What are they?"
"Shut up?' said Corporal Part%, scrunching lower, "and keep
your fool head down!'

CALLING U
FRIDAY: Film Fare: "The
Yellow Rolls Royce;" Union Theater; 6 and 8 p.m. Admission 25
cents.
Table Tennis Tourney; Union
Games Area; 8 a.m. to 10 p.m.
Children's Theater: "Beauty
and the Beast;" Union Theater;
10:30 a.m. and 12:30 p.m. Admission: season ticket; general
admission $1.
Santa Fe Opera, orchestra, and
soloists; UNM Concert Hall; 8:30
p.m. Admission: see special notice.
MONDAY: Lecture Under the

La Dolce Vita-byFrankJacome·

--

----....

Stars: Hans Schild, "~sel).t-Day
Germany;" Administration Building patio; 8 p.m. Freil.
TUESDAY: Film Classics:
"The Caine Mutiny;" Union Theater; 6 and 8 p.m. Admission 25
cents.
WEDNESDAY: Bridge Lesson; Union; 7 p.m.
Dance, Union Terrace
.
Children1s
movies:
"Davy
Crockett;" Union Ballroom; 10
a.m. F:ree. All children invited.
THURSDAY:
Melodrama;
Union Ballroom.
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Dr. Sabine R. Ulibarri, a professor of . Spanish at UNM, will
make a "sentimental journey" to
Ecuador-and take 20 to 30 sel ected friends with him.
The group Wl"ll leave. the Albuquli\rque Sunport on Saturday,
Aug, 12, and jet to Miami, Fla.
From there they will fly to Quito,
Eeuador. The group will return
by jet to Albuquerque on Sunday,
August 27-a:fter 14 days in the
South American country.
Dr. Ulibarri will act as unotncia! guide of the P. arty-"I am
not a tourist guide, but I do love
Ecuador," he says. The people of
the party will be a select group
who share this enthusiasm. There
are st 1.11 a f.. ew P1aces open f or
· 'd
h tr . D Ul'b
1
t e 1P• r.
am sal •
In Ecuador, the fascinating
country
between
the Pacific
and
the Andes,
the group
will spend
several days in Quito, visiting,
sightseeing, and meeting Ecuadorians. Two days will be spent
visiting Santo Domingo de los
Colorados, a day will be devoted
to San Antonio de Ibarra, and
visits will also be made to the
valley of Tumbaco and to Los
Chillos.
San Antonio de Ibarra is a
world • renowned wood - carving
center. Dr. Ulibarri calls Santo
Domingo de los Colorados "one
of the most interesting :Places in
the world." He says the Indians
of that region dye their skins a
rich red color and tint their hair
with the juice of a nut. They cut
their hair like a bronze helmet on
their heads.
Although many people in the
party speak Spanish, some do not

cua or

and Dr. Ulibarri said there will
be English-speaking guides and
assistants at all times.
"Ecuador is a magnificent country, and the people are friendly
and interested in New Mexico,"
said Dr. Ulibarri. "You go there
and before you know it you are in
thei rhomes and the friendship is
real and intense." Dr. Ulibarri
has written a book, "Amor y Ecuador," which reflects his love and
understanding of that area.
Ecuador and UNM have a close
working arrangement in educational matters, but this two-week
,
jaunt has nothing to do with
the
University in any official capacity.
It is a venture by New Mexicans
who are interested in the South
American country and who want
to visit it. Dr. Ulibarri for several
years directed a UNM Summer
p rogram f or spams
· h Teachers a t
Qw'to·

Visits to private chateaux, vineyardfl, and the loveliest chateauhotels in France will be pnrt of a
tour of Fran~e sponsored by the
Federation of the French Alliances in the Uniwd States, Sept.
28 through 0...t. 19,
"
The trip is open to all members
of the Federation and their
friends and relatives said Lise
Hoshour, a UNM professor and
member of the Alliance Francaise
d'Albuquerque.
Prof. Hoshour said that $250 of
the total Cost Of the trip ($1865 ).
I's a tax-deductible·contn"buti"on to
th,"' All1'ance Franca1"se wh1'ch Wl"ll
be credited to the local affiliated
group.
The trip is limited to 35 participants, and consideration will
be given to applications in the
order they are received. I11:format.ion may be obtained in Alb.uquerque from Lise Hoshour, UNM
French department. A deposit of
$150 will hold a reservation for
the trip, or a request for further
information may be sent to the
Drake Travel Service, Inc., 9191
North Michigan Ave., Chicago,
Ill.
------------

TIUIDBIB!In
SWIM-&YM

ALBANY, N,Y., July 11 (CPS)
ZOZ3 CDL'O'MBIA DIIVI U.
-The vast increase in federal
Swimming
aid to education between now and
Diving
1980 will almost surely lead to
Gymnastics
the establishment of a national
Board of Education or of a CabREDUCED UNM
· t
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t
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me -ran ecre ·ary 0
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STUDENT RATES
according to a Stanford University educator,
Poe>lside Parties, Sauna Baths, Adult
Lewis B. Mayhew told the New
& Childrell Lessons, Adult Swimming
York State Conference of InstiTime each Afternoon, Sna~k Bar,
·
h
Shade Trees
tution~ of ,~ighertoEdbucatki~n tfat
educatwn seems · e as mg or
Open Until OttQber
direct institutional grants, some
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for graduate students, and markOpposite
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or
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"It seems clear that un1ess new
sources
of funding are found, ~llUIDB!IllD
Vl'rtually every pr1·vate in. stitufalephane 341-SB??
t 1'on 1·n the country w1'll be doing
deficit financing every year from ·---------------~
11bout 1968-69 on," Mayhew said.

SWIM-GU

Makers of Hand MHe
Indian Jewefrr
OLDTOWN

SEMI·ANNUAL

OPEN 9:30-6:00 • FRIDAY 9:30-8:00

SLACKS
Every single pair
fftarked down. Get In
on tht sovings.
• ..,.lor 'W••1ots

Psychiatric Care
Worlcshop Is Held

Stainless Arcbiteeture
Nickel stainless steel is becoming rapidly one of the world's
most widely used architectural
materials-particularly in modem skyscrapers. More than
100,000 tons of the metal is used
in architecture each year.

Aid to Education
Leads to Control

V!$NN

Nursing College

The National Institute of Mental Health has awarded a $9/116
grant to the UNM College of
Nursing to conduct a four-week
workshop in psychiatric nursing.
The workshop, designed for registered nurses, is being held July
3 to July 28 at the State Hospital at Las Vegas.
Only 16 registered nurses were
chosen for the workshop, five
from New Mexico and nine from
out-of-state. The grant provides
stipend payments of approximately $340 apiece to the nurses.
Instructor for the workshop
will be Dr. William E. Field Jr.,
professor of psychiatric nursing
at the University of Texas. Dr.
Hildegard E. Peplau, professor of
nursing and director of the
graduate program in advance
psychiatric nursing at Rutgers
University, will be the consultant to the workshop.
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FOR: INSTRUCTION BOOKS AND MATERIALS FOR
CRAFTS, AR'(S, .AND HOBBIES•. For wort( in Feather,
Crepe, Tissue, Swisstrlw, Ribbon, Flowers, Candle. Making,
Liquid Resin Castil)!l. Cookin' Crystals, Chenille, Craftsticks,
Papier Mache, Marbles, DeCoupage, Beads, Sequins, Jewels,
~m, Braids, Art. Foam, Felt, Glaz•, Stains, Gold Leaf
Prints, Molds, Fabric "Fiowen, Jewelry, Paints, Dips, Many
Many More.

ROBE5-500/o

1/2 Price ==:'?

We Have a New and
Complete Line of Feathers
All colors and styles

SPORT COATS
--~
~·
3124 CENTRAL EAST

~35·

.Colors 4-oz. Wool
75 Colors 4-oz. Orion

c:;oats

& Clark, i Red Heart, · Awlerican DaWn 1:11 Majesty.

· Complettt tolar ninge ·in 2-oz. Oi10n Wlntuck • IViohtora,
Mohsj,un, AM1'9n!Wool 1111d. Rug Yfllrt, Every size needle
·made. K!Jjt or crochet. Single, double, circul• or Jumper•
'HUNDREDS OF KNlT OR CROCHET PATTERN BOO~S

now •1n. progress

Wonderful Values In

. ·MAJESTY WOOL 4 oz..
· 4-0Z. ORLON. SAYEL·l.,E
.

Dresses, Swimsuits~ Handbags,
Sportswear, Misc:ellaneous Items

. 87~
.
Dawn & Red Heart 9!W

MOHSPUN OR LON eawn. 2:oz~

&7~

WotJtffll//-ffulillh
290.C Central S.f!.
free Parking
Roar Entranee

If you can't beat 'em • • • jolt 'em.

. .-

~
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UNM Freshmen Orien tat:1on
The first two sessions in a
series of orientation days for incoming :freshmen-a new program
at UNM this summer-were held
this week.
Eight other orientation sessions
for freshmen and their parents
have been scheduled this month
and next.
Students who will be freshmen
this coming school year have
been invited, along with their
parents, to spend one day on the
UNM campus in a unique orientation program, to get a preview
of campus life and college work.
"This pilot program is designed
to aid the stt~dents, and to let

their parents know some of the
requirements and facilities and
values of attending the University," said Harold Lavender, vice
president in charge of student
affairs. "The students and their
parents h&ve been Mked to attend, to ask any and all questions
they desire to ask, and all q~:~es
tions will be answered to the best
of our abilities."
Attendance Is Small
The program has been scheduled on 10 different days-on July
18, 20, 26 and 28, and on Aug. 1,
3, 9, 11, 14, and 16.
"Attendance each day will be
kept small-no more than 60 pro-

DR. HUBER, director of University College, addressed students and
parents yesterday afternoon during the freshmen orientation, He
discussed various aspects of academic life on the campus.
r:-~---~·-···-·-·-·"

NEW MEXICO BOOK COMPANY
89 Winrock Center
Fi~ion and Nonfi~ion
Paperbacks

from 1:30 to 3 describing services
and general information, with an
emphasis on what can be gained
from college.
The parents will be invited ·to
stay after 3 p.m. for specific questioning, while the prospective stu·
dents will have counseling by
trained personnel. ·At this point,
the prospective students can get
some idea of the pr()gram they
may wish. to follow, and they can
make out tentative class programs
for themselves.
From 3:30 to 4:30 UNM students will conduct the parents
on a tour of the campus and its
facilities.

fairs, scholarships, and non-work
careers. This session will also
include a coffee break and a getacquainted period.

spective students at any one time"
explained Lavender. "This will
keep the orientation on a more
personal basis and allow ·.more
Q~~eStiiiiM
contact with the students and
From
11
a.m..
to 12 noon, the
parents and the questions ~)'
1
students
and
parents
will $epwill have.'
lie said that about 400 pro- · arate. The pi'08pective students
spective students have indicated will visit with other students, and
they would attend the program, will be free to ask questions of
and have been given a date to d9 John Thorson, student body presso. Many prospective students will ident, and other UNM student
bring their parents. Most of those body leaders. The parents will
who will attend, the UNM official meet with Dean Lavender and his
said, are from the Albuquerque staff for questioning and briefing.
After a luncheon recess, the
area, but several will come from
other New Mexico regions nd University College will take over
some will come from out-of-state. the program, and offer a session

..,._11_

oCa..., 'Luv~uesa
PERPLEXED

'i

Or Your Care·er •••

.:::onsult

t'~(~~~.i;b(OLLEGE CAREER
TAKING A CUE from the UNM Summer· Fare '67's Leetures Under the Stars tt.e secanll annual
UNM Hoetem~nny was held last night on the fNDt lawn ef the Admiaistratien &iltliag. Ed Adams
aaster of c~s; i'lltNikteed tb.e r.1k g-J,ts e-.J,I«'!M ef UNM JIIIISiciag alld lnekllliug
CJtavez &1111 his If I . .
.

h

Music Ranch Has Openings
Openings in band, orchestra,
and chorus are available for the
Southwestern Music Ranch to be
held at the D. H. Lawrence Ranch
in Taos, New Mexico, August 13·
19.
.
Sponsored by UNM, the Ranch
is open to band, orchestra, and
~horus students in grades 10-12
as of fall 1967, and 1967 high
scbool graduates.
Tuition can be paid during reg-

istration on Sunday, Aug. 13, the
first day of the event. The tuition price is $17.50 with room and
meals listed at $30.
Students will be housed and
fed in the Lobo Lodge residence
hall located on the ranch. Meals
will be served beginning with the
evening meal on Sunday and ending with the noon meal on Saturday, Aug. 19.
Clinicians and faculty for the

THIS SUNDAY ONLY- FREE
SALAD WITH YOUR FRENCH
DIP SANDWICH!!!

AFTER A LONG DAY beginning at 8:00 a.m. and ending at 4:00
p.m., students leave the campus better informed about the opera·
tions of the University.
.._.,

Grossett's

. <::::::::;,.
• .- '

'

'

-·: ,... -t •

middle of the block"

Fall Rush Session

They Don't Serve Bones on
Rice at The Colle Inn
HUH?

separate wings for men & women
air conditioning & quiet
Jlrlvate dining rooms
recreational lounges
woll·fo-wall carpttlng
quality furnishings
color tv lounges
study rooms

A PANE.L of University f!Biei~~;ls. held a J!anel discussion wit~ ~b! P!lrents of the incoming fteflhmen.
Such totncs as grades, Un,ve,rstty regu1,trp~S1 and campus actlyltJeS W4lreAistussed.
.

Lobp Photos by Pawley
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COUNSELING SERVICE

12.tW

.$1'
I.

•

OFFICE HOURS BY APPOINTMENT
Mclrgh~ttila

N.. Henning, Ph.D.
!

2120 CENTRALSE

243-6954

MEN•s SHOP

SPIIJCIAT SALE!
$30 to $40
VALUES

NOW

$21
~·. tle1ae

GreensChecks-StripesCords-Windowpanes

single, double & triple occupancy
large off·slreet free parking
5-minute walk fa campus
foundry facilities
swimming pool
walk·ln closets
maid Sllrvice

'
" : ,,

Members of Town Club, an independent sorority for Albuquerque coeds attending UNM, are
planning their fall rush session.
Any girls interested in attending
rush have been asked to call
Kathy Conner, 298-5258, or
Cheryl Beirne, 255-4538.
Town Club's yearly activities
include a pledging program, winter formal, hayrides, spring formal, teas, retreats, and exchanges.

I

MAKE RESERVATIONS NOW!

'

SMALl~ GROUPS of frosh discussed programs and registration un·
der the gtddance !)f University Colylege eoullsellors.

week's actiivties include William
E. Rhoads, associate professor of
music and director of bands at
UNM, who will serve as clinician
for the band, with assistant pro·
fessors James Thornton and
James Whitlow composing the
band's faculty. Dr. Douglas McEwen, assistant professor and di·
rector of choral activities at the
University, will · conduct the
chorus, and Milan Svambera,
orchestra director at Jeft'erson
High School in El Paso, will be
clinician and Dale Kempter, associate professor at UNM will
assist him.
For an extra $8 bus service will
be available to and from Albuquerque. Registration for the
Southwestern Music Camp will
begin at 2 p.m. Sunday, Aug. 13,
and the annual event will conclude
with a concert at 2 p.m. Saturday,
Aug. 19•

U. Town Club Sets

"The lHie shop in the

2216 CENTRAL S.E.

'"'.~"

? 1 1 ?• ?• '•

Regarding Your Curriculum

SUNDAY DINNER

,;

.SALt; ··JULY

•·

TRY US FOR YOUR

_

M.

A tu Ti'a/,a.''

Cente1·

\\

,.,.... ...,..-.... ..,..

N.

r•t;.o i 1\~ f:o

COFFEE SHOP, DRESSES & COSTUMES, PAIN'l'!NGS,
AVANT·GARDE & TR,ADlTIONAL HANDICRAFTS

~

~

CERRILLOS,

If You Have a Problem

1000 Letters Sent
Letters were sent to more than
1,000 students who have been accepted for enrollment this fall,
Lavender noted.
The general schedule to be followed in all 10 orientation programs allows maximum exposure
of the visitors to college life and
work.
• ·'fhe; programs start at 8:30
' ·~·; With a one-hour general registration session for the parents
and students in the Union Theater. At this time the dean of men
and the dean of women will speak
briefly and ask for questions.
Others who will be present to
answer questions will be the student aid director, the director of
the Placement Bureau, and the
director of housing. Information
will be given on off-campus jobs,
jobs on campus, student aid af-

INTERNATIONAL CLUB President John Bakas answers a fresh·
man's question during the opening session of orientation.

Childrens' Books
Bargains

Psychodrama tic

--·····.-·- -· ... ·····-· ...._.....
~--

298-1828

303 ASH SYS

243-2881

I

-------------City

Stat~

Zit>

_.I

g1t.'1t1

J

tl•n3fP 11/

1'-16
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Anti-warnicks Try New Tack
WASHINGTON, D.C. (CPS) Many opponents of the war in Viet
Nam, unable to change American
policy through d_emonstrations
and political campaigns, are now
trying to shut oft' the manpower
source of the U.S. military-the
draft.
About 70 anti-draft groups
have been formed around the
country and many other radical
groups, such as Students for a
Democratic Society (SDS) and
the Spring Mobilization for Peace,
are planning efforts against the
draft.
Some anti-draft oi·ganizers are
urging aU draft-age men to file
for conscientious objector status
and refuse to sign the disclaimer
of membership in subversive
groups. Both &ctions can delay induction for months. Through these
tactics the draft groups hope to
slow up Selective Service operations.
To Decide End
Others hope the draft resistance movement wili provide a
confrontation which will make
the public think about the young
men who are fighting the war and
thus decide to end it.
October 16 is a major target
day for the draft resistance movement. SDS is making plans for a
Process Research
The world's largest and most
modern laboratory specializing in
research on processing of nickel
ores is operated by International
Nickel at Sheridan Park, near
Toronto, Ontario.

WANT ADS

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING BATES:

national anti-draft day on that
date. A group of men called the
Resistance, based in Berkeley,
Calif., will hand in their draft
cards. They are working with
groups around the country and
hope as many as 2,000 men will
join them.
One of them, Baxter Garcia,
says members of the group, all
actively involved in anti-war efforts, decided there was a contradiction in their opposing the
war while failing "to disassociate ourselves completely from
those institutions linked to the
war effort," such as the draft.
Deferments Opposed
Naturally, the Berkeley group
is opposed to deferments. "l-egal
draft alternatives are kept within the reach of elite groupsgood students, those who are able
to express objection to all war on
religious grounds, and those with
the money to hire good lawyers,"
says Steve Hamilton of the Berkeley group.
Yet most other draft groups,
many of whose members are
themselves non-cooperators, attempt to advise young men on
alternatives to the draft. They
band our leaflets at induction
centers, hire lawyers to advise
conscientious objectors as well
as non-cooperators, and set up
centers to advise people who want
to avoid the draft. A Wisconsin
group has developed a card which
will fit into a wallet containing
information on the draft.
Other groups, such as the
Washington, D.C., union, are conducting demonstrations, On July
4 a group of young men picketed
the homes of Selective Service
Director Lewis B. Hershey and
members of the Washington draft
board. The theme of the demon-

stration was, "You'r!! sending me
out to die. I want to m~Jet you."
St11tement Sent
But the effort aaginst the draft
is not confined to these :few
groups. Late last month a group
of 200 college student body presidents and editors sent a state.
ment to President Johnson prediciting mass defiance of the draft
if he does not reverse U.S. policy
on Viet Nam. The letter also included a petition signed by 10,000
draft-age students from nine colleges, including 70 per cent of
the Amherst senior class and 50
per cent of the Yale student body.
Nor is the anti-draft effort
confined to student groups. Many
churches and other groups have
been setting up centers to advise
conscientious
objectors.
And
many civil :rights leaders have
urged Negroes not to go because
of alleged discrimination in the
draft. This has not had a noticeable effect yet but the conviction
of boxer Muhammed Ali for draft
evasion may change that. One
draft resistance worker says
most young blacks are now opposed to the draft.
Caution Is Used
A major problem for the antidraft movement is to avoid a
public reaction that is the reverse
of what they want. While polls
says most people think the draft
is inequitable, a majQrity apparently· dQ not think it should be
abolished and they regard noncooperation as unpatriotic.
So far the draft resistance
movement hasn't brought the
Selective Service System to a
grinding halt.
Arnie Cohn of the Wisconsin
Draft Resistance Union says
Selective Service "hasn't even recognized that there is a resistance

movement.'' Cohn argues that
"the illusion that millions of men
are needed to effect change must
be abandoned. Large numbers are
not the answer." Cohn says draft
resistance groups should organize
themselves like guerrilla bands
and wo~:k together through a
loose structure.
But others bope large numbers
of young men will ref11se induction and gG to jail, "When the
j&ils start ov.erflowing, people
will start thinking twice about
the draft and the war," says one.

e

the Art Gallery

e

the Pic:k and Shovel

Restaurant

e the Mineshaft Tavern &
Din in groom

THEATRE
Vaudeville Melodrama

at Madrid, N. M.
(and visit the old cecil mine
museum)

$1475

(Automatic Recor~ingControl)!

Fo., Home, Office, School!

Sony Model 104
$109.50

SOUNl):b.y ·
3011 Monte V"ISta NE
the University

Be Sure to Visit Colorful

OLD TOWN PLAZA
Central at Rio Grande NW

OldTown
Indian
Trading Post

India Prints $4.95-$15
G~.eek Bags- $4.95
•f.J
The

United
Nations
Center

Contemporal'}'
Southwestern
Crafts-ImportsObjects of Virtu

Th1j oldest Indian Shop on the plaxo
LO<:ated between La Placito and
La Hacienda Restaurants
We deal only in select

J,osephine Shasky

Gates of Spain
Spanish and Mexican

Wrought Iron and Gifts
102 Romero

.f~-'4
INDIAN ARTS
and

PAWN
2014 S. Plaza NW

on ~our COURSES With •••

A Complete
Line of
INDIAN MADE
MOCCASSINS

lames &Noble Educational Paperbacks

COLLEGE OUTLINES
and

OVER 140 TinES IN A WIDE RANGE OF SUBJECTS

-Made in Taos-

-PlazaIndian Trading Post

ART

BUSINESS
bRAMA
ECONOMICS
EDUCAnoN
ENGINEERING

mQUETTE
GOVERNMENT
HANDICRAfTS

HISTORY
LANGUAGES
MAtHEMATICS
MUSIC
PHILOSOPHY

Shifts, Tents,
Square Dance Dresses

Emily Ann
Originals
Shop #2-la Hacienda Potio

Picnic Time

2102 S. Plaza

Including
ANTHROPOlOGY

POUTICAL SCIENCE
PSYCHOLOGY
RECifATJONS
SC:IENC£
SOCfOf.OGY

GIFTS

ET Al

Modern-Traditional

SPEECH
STUDY AIDS

Paper Plate Holders

associated
students
bookstore

Picnic Baskets
Bread Baskets

1OO's of Basket Items

for Picnic Use

Shop

NEW MEXICO UNION
·~

Makers of
HandMade
· ., lndian,Jewelry
. -:' qld town-.

Two Locations

Old Town Plaza

842·8022

5!n 8 Menaol NE
'•'

265-5951

The Spanish-speaking resident of New Mexico, with the potential of becoming a tremendous asset to our country, is a cultural resource which has been left largely
untapped in the past.
complete mastery of their lanFor an insight into how to make guage but they continue to proUS!! of this great resource this gress through their reading and•
interview was conducted with Mr. writing experiences, Pascual said.
Henry Pascual, director of forHe added that another basic
eign languages for the New Mex- 'Problem has been the question of
ico Department of Education,
whether the curriculum should be
Pascual cited several factors oriented toward the national lanwhich at present prevent the guage or the mother tongue, His
Spanish-speaking New Mexican solution would be to examine inchild from developing a normal dividual cases and 'put each stufluency in even one language.
dent in a different program.
Many Factors Involved
Spanish Emphasized
Sociological, linguistic, and
"The child who knows very
economic factors all play a very little English would be taught
important part in determining initially in SpaJ\ish c'Y~th English
how adequately the Spanish- as a foreign langu!lf.e," he exspeaking child· will use his lang- plained.
' ;: · ·: ··
uage gifts.
"The curriculwri t would even·
The present attempts in bi- tually progress into more and
lingual projects should be focused more emphasis on English but a
toward the linguistic factor for definite program would continue
it is the easiest to work with in in Spanish literacy," Pascual
the classroom situation, Pascllal added.
··
said.
"A more common case, however,
The tremendous range in com- is the child who speaks somepetence in both English and thing of both languages. In this
Spanish that a child may have instance the teacher should first
No. 7 Summer schools
when bemakes
entersthethe
elementary
situation
even work with English, overcoming
barriers in 'Pronunciation and cormore difficult. Different cultural re('.t speech patterns. Only then
and economic backgrounds pro- should a program be established
vide the child with varying de- in basic Spanish literacy," he
grees of opportunity and motiva- said.
tion to learn the two languages,
Advances Will Be Made
he said.
Pascual feels that bi-lingual
2 Types Cited
education in New Mexico will be
Pascual described two types of making tremendous advances in
bi-lingualism found in New Mex- the near future.
ico:
The American Bi-lingual Edu"Co-ordinate bi-lingualism in- cation Act, now before Congress,
home o~ the Double Discovery
]lrogram. Students of all races volves an individual with two with Senator Joseph R. Montoya
and backgrounds who have scored completely developed systems of (D.-New Mex.) as co-sponsor,
well on IQ or similar tests but commuication which are kept Will hopefully provide money to
have done poorly in certain sub- separate and function fully in establish true bi-lingual proterms of audio-lingual fluency grams in the public schools.
ject areas are selected for the
and
complete literacy," he said.
Another big obstacle, that of
program.
"Compound bi-lingualism in- training teachers, is also being
Double Discovery combines
study with recreation and just volves two systems of communi- overcome, Pascual said. American
plain getting along with other cation interdependent upon each colleges, formerly unable to train
people. The teachers are mostly other. The individual who has teachers for this highly specialundergraduates, and a few grad this type of bi-lingualism has a ized field, have begun to show a
limited communication ability in great deal of interest, he said.
students are helping.
two languages. His thought patMutual Discovery
UNM lias Courses
terns and speech patterns show
UNM
now offers three courses
The program is thus called symptoms of both languages,"
in the education college specifiDouble Discovery be,cause teach· he added.
cally designed to cope with the
ers and students diScover each
Compound inN. M.
problem presented by bi-lingual
other and the problems that are
The
latter
type,
compound
biteaching
situations.
to be faced.
.
.
(Continued On Page 3)
Th~ parks .I?r~vtde varted re• lingualism, is very often the case
creat10nal famhties, but not near- in New Mexico, Pascual said.
The aim of bi-lingual education
ly enough. A local policeman patrolling the southwest edge of in New Mexico should be to over·
Harlem near the Columbia cam- come compound bi-lingualism and
pus says, ''we will always have to institute a complete fluency in
kids on the streets and the kind two languages, he said.
He added that English would
of trouble you expect in any
remain the dominant language
large city.
"But the summer isn't hot and since it is already the national
no one seems discontented enough language but that fluency in
Nature owns much of whatto start tr·ouble so I don't tht'nk Spanish should be achiuved as
ever in life is full of beauty and
we will have ;ny difficulty this well.
The biggest problem, of course, meaning, Dr. Wayne C. Eubank
summer."
is
just how to go about attaining said Monday night in describing
But norte the less the New York
police force prides itself on "be· bi-lingual fluency. Henry Pascual his love of big-game hunting in
ing prepared.'' If large-scale riot- has some exciting and perceptive Africa and India.
Dr. Eubank, chairman of the
ing does break out in some sec- ideas that he has been using and
UNM
speech department, addreswill
continue
to
use
with
bi-ting·
tion of town, the regular police
an
audience at the summer's
sed
ual
programs.
block oft' the area while a specsixth
Lecture
Under the Stars.
Skills
Are
Decoding
ially trained task force moves in
"The
real
sportsman
is moved
"The natural sequence of lan•
to quiet the rioting and secure the
what
he
sees
and
feels
deeply
by
guage-learning
in
a
school
situaarea.
.
in
nature,"'Dr.
Eubank
said.
Na·
tion
involves
first
understanding,
No one m New Jersey or New
ture
is
a
simple
and
primitive
writthen
speaking,
reading,
and
York is sure what will come· out
world made exciting by the con~
of t~e .·rebellion. Peop~e are stpl ing, The teacher must first ascer- tinuing
fight. for sur\'ival, he
worrted curfews are 1n effect tn tain the degree of competence
. •
.
.•
said.
that
the·
child
has
in
both
langmany .Ne~ Jersey co~mu!'itles,
Dr. Eubank listed five animals- "
and thts City watches w1th smcere uages," Pascual said.
which he calls the Big Five, those
"He
should
then
try
to
improve
concern.
the audio-lingual competence of ~hich "fight back": the leopard,
--~b--0-the child. Reading and writing bon, buffalo, rhio, and elephant,
skills will logically follow. 'These Cats are the "most fascinating
two skills are nothing more than and dangerous animals,'' he said.
a decoding process where the Buffalo kill more humans than
child transfers the written page any o:£ the others.
Dr. Eubank came to UNM from
An exhibit of drawings by Leo• into his own audiolingual experithe University of Florida in 1949.
nardo da Vinci will open at the ence," Pascual said,
He has been national president
·UNM Union Gallery on July 31
Mastery Not Needed
of
Tau Kappa Alpha, speech honand continue through August.
"Reading and writing should
orary,
and -of Delta Sigma Rh1>1
To celebrate the 500th anniver- not be held back .with the excuse
sary of the birth of da Vinci, that the child is 'not ready." A forensics honoratf. He has also
UNESCO assembled the elehibit complete mastery of vocabulary served as president of the Westin 1952, The prints form the larg- and grammar is not a prerequi- ern Speech Association.
Dr. Eubank spoke in the abest single collection of drawings site for learning other language
sence
of the scheduled lecturer,
by Leonardo the artist, as oppos- skills," he added.
ed to Leonardo the scientist or
Many English-speaking college UNM Visiting Professor of
, engiheer.
·
, , , , , , students ha.ve. not yet attained a American Studies Hans Schild~ ·

Friday,
July 28, 1967 ___________:_:_::_.:__::==:::::
___________________
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JamesA.Kennedy

N.J. Riots Viewed

~~~~~~~M~~~~~!. By Lobo Reporter

a .former UNM student,_ and his
wife Martha are ba<;k m Albu9ue~q~e after spendmg a year
1n Chicago.
His wife will attend UNM in
tthe fall, while he will work in
the local peace movement and
continue writing for the "National Guardian" and "The Movement," left-wing newspapers. In
addition, Kennedy said he might
become the field secretary 1>f the
Students for a Democratic Society.
Has Left DuBois Club
Kennedy stated tbat he has
left the w.E.B. DuBois club. "I
am now committed to SDS. I believe that the new left-wing can
grow, while the old left-w!ing
cannot
" · .
.
!3~S IS. a throwback to old
soctahsm hke t~e Eu~ene Debs
era. We are afraid of big gover~ment and therefore we want 1t
de-centralized. We are also for
t~e rights of the individu!'I. I bel1eVc that SDS can and Will grow.
'Ye app.eal to st~dents w~o. are
dissolus10ned With traditional
America,'' Kennedy continued.
Has Lost Conservatism
Kennedy explained that the
main reason SDS has moved to
the extreme left is that ''the
peace movement has lost its conservatism Students have found
out that protest marches can only
achieve a certain amount of suecess. Complete success can only
be gained through more local organization like the grass-roob
committee~."

overage price $1 .SO

GROUND FLOOR

A Sl\WULDERING, FLAME·
LESS fire destroyed or damaged
about $400 worth of biological
equipment Wednesday in Room
112A of the old wing of the
UNM Biology Building. The fire
started when a spark from a
second-floor workman's torch
ignited combustible material in
the ceiling of the first floor. The
fire also damaged a display case
and the air-conditioning system
being installed in the room.
Worl> on the old wing .is ex"
11ected to be completed ill.' S.eptember when the addition to the
Biology Building win· be opened.
(Lobo Photo by Pawley)

SONYMATIC A.R.C.

242-6044

EVERYDAY HANDBOOKS

Fire, Smoke Harm
Biology Building

, 26.S-60MI

Indian Crafts

ENGLISH

The
Madrid Scene

CORVETTE

'60 Hardtop 283,
Double Sharp.
Priced at

7 inch reels

Sony Helps

Serri••

ROOM and BOARD for college students.
Co-educational, freedom and privacy,
w•ll·to·wall carpeting, heated swimming
pool, good food, color TV lmd etudy
lounges. As low u •20.95 a week for
room and hoard. 'l'he College Inn, 303
Ash, N.E. 243-2881.
PERSONALS
CaU I)AVlDBALL far an Im»ort ar
Sports Car. IMPORTS LTD. 315 Wyom·
ing SE. 265·60(8, 7/21, 28 : 8/4.

~·.3

~~~~

4. Una ad., 65~--f. time~, $2.110. I'ltlertlona
muat be aubm1tted b)' noon on dQ before
»UU>Ucatlon to .1\oom 1&9, Stiltlnt l'ubU~.e_1~~1r, o• te'leP~e 2'1~-IOOZ or

SERVICES
TYPEWRITER storaa-e durinJ' the IWD•
mu. lnaured and bonded. A.loo tn>,..
writer aala lo aervice, all make~, "With
20% diacount wllh thfe ad. Free pickup
A delivery, E lo E '1'7Pewriter
2217 Colli SE. Phone 248-0l!SS.
'
HELP WANTED
GffiLS over ll! -ntod to demonatrate
New Coometle line. Complete tra.lnlnll'.
Parttlme or fuU time ineome wiU depend on you. Call :Ml'. Telll!l 11-7 p.m.
for appointment. Monday thm Friday.
Phone 255.0U3. 7/U·S/4.
TEACHERS -nted, Southweot, entire
w..t and Alaaka. Salaria S5400 np. Free
ftll'iatration, Southwest Teacheft Allen·
ey, 1303 Central Ave. NE.
FULL TIME-PART TillE
'
Gl~la over 18 for New Line: New Train•
•nil': Extra. hlll'h PaY: Can be aupervfaor
In .2 months. Minimum PQ SUIO. per
month./ can: D'Amico Enterprise~, 2554541. 7 7·8/4.
FOR SALE
JlARD TO FIND 58 XK 150 lAGUAR 850
U4l'ORTS LTD. 315 Wyomlnc SE
VW Excellent meehanicaUy, needs body
work 11125, DlPORTS LTD. 316 Wyom.
ing SE. Phone 265-6048.
'G8 CHEVROLET, StandarcJ OD w/Hunt.
283 V8. Tudor. Exeellent. gp and oil
mileage. Sharp. CaU l!tl!-0267 after 9 :30
p.m. weekda,., 24Z.0881 Snndan.
7/21, 28.
'56 CHEV 2 dr 185. '68 Chev V-8 S235.
llll'ORTS LTD. 316 Wyoming SE.
265-6048.
1966 2-dr. Volvo. Excellent condition• .AJIFll radio. Call 271-2214 or 242-4354. 7/14
FORREN'l•
FURNISHED bouse for unt. Two bd.
l'IIUI. A basement. Separate dlnin1r
room. Neat Univeraity. CllU 268-4411 or
286-61169. 6/30; 7/1, 14.

~.1~

Asked whether he thought the
current race riots were Communist-backed, Kennedy said, "the
race riots are indicative of the
sickness of our society. They are
not Communist-backed, but instead, are born out of frustration
and deprivation. The people in
the poverty sections all over America need to have more of a Voice
in governing their own affairs.
Poor Have Pride
"Wou1dn1t it be much better to
have the people from a poverty
section conduct their own affairs
than to have some highly paid
white man come into their coni•
munity and tell them what to do?
The poverty-stricken have pride
and that is something that White
America doesn't seem to understand.
"

. . . .. . . .
'

Editor's note: Nooley Reinheard!, sports editor of The Lobo
last semester, is in the New York
area this summer working for
Boys' Life, Newsweek, and other
national publications participating in the first annual Maga:l:ine
Internship Program. He is one of
two interns chosen from UNM.
This story is a "random and
somewhat general" description
of the summer atmosphere ill
New York and New Jersey, Reinheardt writes.
BY NOOLEY REINHEARDT
NEW YORK (July 22) -As
you look across the Hudson River
into New Jersey it is hard to rl;!alize that more than a score of peopie have already died there in
violent raeial rioting.
It is also hard for this city,
with little history of racial
trouble, to comprehend what happened in Newark and Plainfield
and appears to be spreading
across the state and the nation.
Newark, only minutes from this
city and a few miles inland from
the Hudso·n t's now experi'enct'ng
the afterm~th of the rebellion.
Businesses are closed and people are leaving the city almost
faster than they can be counted.
New Jersey Is Uneasy
Trouble is threatening in
New BrunsWick and Englewood
and the rest of the state is uneasy.
But across the river in New
York the problem seems far away
-at least people certainly want
it to seem far away. This sprawling metropolitan center has little
outward fear of outbreaks· this
summer.
Mayor John Lindsay calls New
York a "summer festival/' which
is an obvious exaggeration, but
the city is doing much to keep its
residents occupied.
In the city's large municipal
parks, which may have been the
saviors of the city, there are free
concerts and plays weekly that
draW' enormous audiences.
Students Aided
Tlie Double Discovery program,
sponsored by the Office of Economic Opportunity, takes up some
of the slack and offers "bright,
but slow'' stuilents from New
York's high shcools a chance to
catch up on their work.
Columbia, which New York appears
immensely
prpud
· of,. is the
,
.
,
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Eulronk Describes
Big-Gome Hunting':·

Dra·w·lngs y a v,·nc·l
.
w·tll Be Shown Soon

